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YMCA Mission Statement:  
To put Christian principles into practice through programs that build healthy spirit, 

mind, and body for all.



PART ONE : INTRODUCTION

Valdosta Piranhas: WHO WE ARE AND WHAT WE BELIEVE

The Valdosta YMCA Piranha Swim Team is made up of youths from ages 6-18.  Swimmers may join our 
swim team for a variety of reasons:
  

Overall fitness 
Improved aerobic endurance 
Weight management
Fun social activity
Build self confidence  

Each swimmer is on the team because he/she desires the ability to train with other swimmers in a 
positive environment.  Each swimmer will have the opportunity to stay with the team for as many 
years as that athlete desires to strive for their best, as long as he/she is able to meet the training 
requirements and follow the team policies.

We strive to be a collective group of swimmers, parents, and coaches who have found swimming to 
be an excellent venue for teaching important life skills and values.  The core values of the YMCA and 
their corresponding colors are:

Caring ----------------->Red
Honesty --------------->Blue
Respect --------------->Yellow
Responsibility ------>Green

You will see these colors repeated on the pool deck and in the swim team programming.  These skills 
and values will help our swimmers become positive and productive members of society.

The goal of our program is to begin developing each swimmer’s potential and for swimmers to have 
fun in a positive environment.  We encourage competition, between teammates, among other teams, 
and against the swimmers’ own best time, as a means of testing one’s limits. These activities enable 
swimmers to learn to deal with the challenges of life both in and out of the pool.  Remember that 
with a team:

 T ogether
 E veryone
 A chieves
 M ore



WHY SWIM?

Swimming builds a strong foundation for a lifetime of good health by:

Teaching healthy fitness habits 
Developing muscular skeletal growth 
Developing high quality aerobic endurance 
Enhancing flexibility 
Increasing coordination.  

Learning and using swimming skills engages thinking processes that aid in intellectual competence 
and social development.  The YMCA foundation is built upon developing the spirit, mind and body.

THE VALDOSTA YMCA SWIM TEAM STAFF AND COACHES

Senior Program Director Cheryl Marshall
Aquatics Director  Randy Gaytan
Head Coach
Assistant Coach
Assistant Coach
Swim Team Consultant                 Jamey Hooper

*All YMCA programs are under the guidance and direction of our CEO/President Larry Tobey.

COACHING

Nothing has a greater influence on the quality of children’s sports than the excellence of the coaches.  
The coaches’ job is to supervise the entire swim program and enable swimmers to learn the value of 
hard work and goal setting.

Coaches are responsible for:

1. Placing swimmers in practice groups based on the age, ability, and interest of each 
individual swimmer.

2.	 Providing	stroke	instruction	and	training	that	is	consistent	with	the	specific	goals	of	each	
group.

3. Deciding which meets the team and swimmers will attend and what events a swimmer 
may swim.

4. Conducting and supervising warm-ups for the team at meets. Before each race the 
coaches offer important advice concerning the upcoming race.  After each race the 
coaches will offer constructive feedback regarding the swimmer’s swim.

5. Requesting volunteers from the swim team parents.
6. Motivating and guiding the swimmers.

The coaching staff is constantly striving to update and improve the Valdosta YMCA Piranha Swim 
Team.  Coaches’ and parents’ are responsible for making the most out of the excellent opportunity 
this program provides in swimming and for life development skills.  Parents are welcome to make an 



appointment to meet with the coaches to discuss any issues or concerns.  Appointments may be 
made by calling the Valdosta YMCA, sending an e-mail to the coach, or leaving a note in the coach’s 
folder.

DIRECTORY

Valdosta YMCA   244-4646



REGISTRATION

We will be taking registration from all of our YMCA Primetime sites the week of February 27 through 
March 3.  Sunday March 12 we will have open registration from 2 -4 pm and a parent/swimmer 
orientation from 4 – 5pm at the YMCA.  During registration we will be taking orders for the team 
uniform consisting of:

Team swim suit 
T-shirt 
Towel 
Cap

REGISTRATION FEES

Monthly registration fees are made payable to Valdosta YMCA and are based on the level of your 
swimmer’s group.  Monthly payments are due by the 10th of every month.  Reminders will be sent to 
all parents with an unpaid balance after the 10th.  These reminders will be sent via email or placed 
in your swimmer’s folder.  Team fees must be current as of the 15th of every month in order to 
participate.  Rates are as follows:

Registration Fee $10 – once per year 
Red Team  $45/month for members, $55 for non-members
Yellow Team  $50/month for members, $60 for non-members
Green Team  $60/month for members, $70 for non-members
     (Families with more than one swimmer receive a $5 discount)

Scholarships are available for deserving children.  Please see a
YMCA Member Services staff person for more information.

TEAM PHOTO

We will be having team and individual photos taken this year.  Your swimmer should be dressed in 
his/her swimsuit for the photo.  Several packages will be available to purchase.  More information 
will be distributed closer to photo time.

COMMUNICATION

As a way to keep communication freely flowing between the coaches, the parents and the 
swimmers, we will utilize e-mail and have a “communication relay box”.  Each swimmer will have 
their own folder and it will be the swimmer/parent’s responsibility to check the box for information.  
The coaching staff will have a folder also for communication to reach them.  This box will be located 
in the glass vestibule before each practice where you will “relay” your swimmers to the coaching 
staff. 



Communication is important, so in order for each child to benefit fully parents will not be permitted on 
the pool deck during practice.  If you need to contact the coaches please see them after practice, leave a 
note in their folder, send them an e-mail or leave them a voicemail at the YMCA pool office (ext. 24).

PART TWO: PIRANHA TRAINING PROGRAM

PRACTICE GROUPS

The following is a brief overview of the practice group structure.  The coaching staff makes all group 
placement decisions.  Placement decisions are made in the best interest of the individual swimmer to 
ensure that each swimmer will receive the training that he/she deserves.

TEAM CAPTAINS

Team Captains will be nominated by swimmers and chosen by coach. 
The captains’ responsibilities include:
 

 encourage and motivate the swimmers on their team
 relay important messages between the coaches, parents and team members
 ensure relay placements at meets
     assist  coaches if needed
     welcome new teammates 

PRACTICE SCHEDULE

The general practice schedule is listed with each group.  Swimmers will receive monthly calendars 
throughout the year showing the schedule for each month noting any changes due to school vacations, 
holidays, swim meets, etc.  Schedules will be placed in swimmers’ folders at the beginning of each month.

The practice schedules will be broken into three seasons in order to accommodate school, AND the 
summer pool schedule.  The dates are as follows:

 Spring season                  March 13 – May 24
 Summer season  May 27 – August 5
 Fall season   August 7 – October 14

PRACTICE APPAREL AND EQUIPMENT

Male – practice jammers, cap, goggles, towel, and water bottle
Female – practice one-piece racing suit, cap, goggles, towel, and water bottle



PRACTICE ATTENDANCE

1.	 Each	group	has	specific	attendance	requirements,	which	are	listed	in	the	group	
descriptions.  

2. Swimmers should arrive no earlier than 15 minutes prior to practice and should be picked 
up no later than 15 minutes after the conclusion of practice.  

3. Swimmers should be on deck, ready to practice (suits and caps on, equipment ready) at 
least 5 minutes before practice starts.

4. Swimmers should plan to stay the entire practice with exceptions arranged through the 
coach.

5. Parents are not allowed on the pool deck during practice unless it is an emergency.  

6. The coach should be informed as soon as possible regarding injury or illness in order to 
provide the best recovery approach for each swimmer.

7. If a swimmer is going to miss a practice please leave the coach a voice mail at the YMCA 
on ext. 24

8. If a swimmer is going to be out of the water for an extended period of time, please notify 
the coaching staff.

9. In case of inclement weather, please have the swimmers report to the gym.

10. If practice should for any reason need to be cancelled the coaching staff will call the team 
captains who will call their team members.

RED TEAM (Level 1) 

Practice Times 
 Spring  Monday and Wednesday  5:30 – 6:30pm
   Saturday    11:00am – Noon
 Summer

 Fall

The	following	guidelines	have	been	established	to	define	the	objectives	for	the	Red	Team	
Swimmers:

1. Skill Development – The Red Team  coach will strive to develop the following skills:
a.	 Stroke	refinement
b. Stroke drills
c.	 Starts,	turns,	and	finishes
d. Streamlining and body position



e.	 Kicking	skills	–	all	strokes,	with	and	without	boards	and	fins
f. Breathing skills – inhaling, exhaling, breathing patterns
g. Use of pace clock – reading clock, send off times, rest intervals, timing swims, 

sets and repetitions

2. Training
a. Swimmers will swim 500 – 1000 meters per hour practice
b. Practice sessions will be approximately 50% technique and skill development, 

25% kicking, 25% anaerobic development
c. Fun, character development, and humor will be emphasized at each practice

3. Requirements
a. Swimmers should be capable of swimming 25 meters in freestyle and backstroke
b.	 Swimmers	should	be	capable	of	swimming	breaststroke	and	butterfly

4. Expectations
a. Child should attend 2 practices per week

5. Progression to Yellow Team 
a. Swimmers will progress to Yellow Team upon master of the above Red Team skills
b. Swimmers should be prepared for an increased commitment of 2-3 practices per 

week consisting of at least 1000-2000 meters in a 1 hour 15 minute practice

YELLOW TEAM (Level 2)

Practice Times  
 Spring  Monday and Wednesday  5:30 – 6:45pm
   Saturday    10:30 – 11:45am
 Summer

 Fall
The	following	guidelines	have	been	established	to	define	the	objectives	for	Yellow	Team	
Swimmers:

1. Skill Development – The Yellow Team coach will strive to develop the following skills:
a.	 Stroke	refinement
b. Stroke drills
c.	 Starts,	turns,	and	finishes
d. Streamlining and body position
e.	 Kicking	skills	–	all	strokes,	with	and	without	boards	and	fins
f. Breathing skills – inhaling, exhaling and breathing patterns
g. Use of pace clock – reading clock, send off times, rest intervals, timing swims, 

sets and repetitions
2. Training



a. Training will increase in distance and intensity but the primary goal will still be 
skill mastery

b. Swimmers will swim 1000 – 2000  meters per 1hour 15 minute practice
c. Swimmers will continue to train in all strokes and distances
d. Concentration on making training and competition a fun and enjoyable 

experience

3. Requirements
a.	 Swimmers	should	be	legally	swimming	all	four	competitive	stroke	(butterfly,	

backstroke, breaststroke, and freestyle)
b. Swimmers should be capable of swimming 100 meters of each stroke 

continuously

4. Expectations
a. Child should attend 2 – 3  practices per week

5. Progression to Green Team
a. Swimmers will progress to Green Team upon master of the above Yellow Team 

skills
b. Swimmers should be prepared for and increased commitment of 3-4 practices 

per week consisting of at least 2000-3500 meters in a 1 hour 30 minute practice

GREEN TEAM (Level 3)

Practice Times  
 Spring  Monday and Wednesday  5:30 – 7:00pm
   Saturday  `  10:00 – 11:30am
 Summer

 Fall

The	following	guidelines	have	been	established	to	define	the	objectives	for	Green	Team	
Swimmers:

1. Skill Development – The Green Team coach will strive to develop the following skills:
a.	 Refinement	of	advanced	stroke	technique
b.	 Introduction	of	more	specific	stroke	drills

2. Training
a. Improving speed and endurance
b. Swimmers will swim 2000-3500  meters per 1hour 30 minute practice
c. Swimmers will continue to train in all strokes and distances
d. Concentration on making training and competition an enjoyable experience

3. Requirements
a. Swimmers should be able to complete workouts 1hour and 30 minutes in length 



using all four competitive strokes
b. Swimmers should be capable of swimming at least 100 meters of each stroke 

continuously 

4. Expectations
a. Child should attend 3 – 4 practices per week
b. Child should set short term performance goals

PART THREE:  PARENTS’ ROLE IN THE VYPST PROGRAM

To have a successful program there must be understanding and cooperation among parents, 
swimmers, and coaches.  The progress your swimmer makes depends to a great extent on this 
triangular relationship.  

It is the coach’s job to motivate and constructively criticize the swimmer’s performance.  Swimmers 
should discuss any problems, concerns, and questions directly with the coaches.  When parents 
interfere with opinions as to how a swimmer should train or race it causes considerable conflict, 
confusion and stress on the child.  

The greatest contribution you can make to your swimmer’s progress is to be unconditionally loving 
and supporting of your swimmer.  This will build his/her confidence to work hard in practice and 
perform better in competition. 

Another thing to remember is that no swimmer ever continues to improve their times every meet.  
Younger swimmers are often inconsistent as they develop and learn new stroke techniques.  Older 
swimmers experience plateaus in times resulting from fatigue or an increase in training.  Over the 
course of a season, times should improve.  

We will be calling on all of our swim team families to help at the away meets and at our meet here at 
the Valdosta YMCA on Saturday, September 23.  Hosting a meet requires a lot of volunteers in order 
for it to run as smoothly as possible.

To advance the program we will have two fundraisers this year.  The first fundraiser will be a Swim-
A-Thon and the second fundraiser will be a carwash.  We will announce the dates when they are 
finalized.  

PARENTS’ RESPONSIBILITIES 

1. To be unconditionally loving and supporting of your swimmer and to support the 
swimmer-parent-coach relationship.

2. To encourage good diet and sleeping habits.  
3.	 To	transport	or	find	transportation	for	your	swimmers	and	to	make	arrangements	

for lodging at away meets.  VYPST is not responsible or liable for any misfortune or 
mishap.

4. To keep our program strong, parents need to help recruit new swimmers into our 
program.



PART FOUR:  SWIM MEET INFORMATION

PHILOSOPHY OF COMPETITION

The VYPST attempts to provide fun and challenging, yet success-oriented competitive situations for 
swimmers of all ages and various abilities.  The following policies outline our philosophy:

1.	 Although	competition	is	an	important	part	of	all	sports,	fi	nishing	fi	rst	is	not	what	is	most	
important.  We emphasize competition for self-improvement.

2. All meets, are considered “learning” meets.  These meets are used as teaching tools 
to	help	the	swimmer	learn	and	improve	on	specifi	c	areas	of	swimming	and	personal	
development.

3. Sportsmanlike behavior is of equal importance to improved performance.
4. Swimmers are taught to set realistic, yet challenging goals for swim meets and 

practices.
5. Swimmers are prepared and encouraged to compete in all events, distances, and 

strokes.  This policy promotes versatility and encourages the swimmer to explore his/ 
her potential in the wide range of events offered in swimming.

6. Swimmers should not feel pressured at home to produce best times at all meets during 
the year.

7. It is the coach’s job to motivate and constructively critique the swimmer’s performance 
at competition.  It is the parent’s responsibility to provide love and encouragement.



SWIM MEET SCHEDULE  (WE’RE WORKING ON THIS)

Cairo   June 3Bainbridge YMCA Liv Warren 229 243-0508  livwarren@hotmail.
com  June 10
Fitzgerald
Winston Family (Jacksonville) YMCA  Racquel Scarbemmi  
904 543-9622 June 10, 24, July 16 www.portoacademia.com.br  rscarbemmi@first
coastymca.com
Tallahassee YMCA  Jackie  Pask  850 877-6151 June or July
 jpask@tallahasseeymca.org
Americus  Tim Demont
Thomasville YMCA Ruthie  229 226-3446 
Lake City   
Moultrie YMCA  Mandi  229 985-1154
 mandirice@bellsouth.net (swim w/ P&R in summer)
Moultrie Parks and Rec. Pool Terry Peek terryp@moultriega.com (rec. director)

or Judy Taylor 229 890-5429 
 “GA Games” Swim Meet   June 17
 GRPA State Meet   July 21 and 22
 Pierre Rogers (coach) 229 985-0667 home
Savannah YMCA  Jamie Eigner,  Brandy Martin (Aq & Fit Dir.) 

912 897-1192
Tifton YMCA   Kelly Bowen   (cell)229 402-2068 229 391-9622 Sat. 
June 3  wbowen@friendlycity.net  (home e-mail)
 District July 7 or 8
Tybee Island  Tiffany Dennis  912 786-9622
Valdosta YMCA  Sat. September 23
Waycross YMCA (swim with P&R in summer) meet in Jan. or Feb
  Krystial Horan,  Joyce Arnold (H. Coach) 
  krystial@hotmail.com    

Meet Entries

The swimmer will get information in his/her folder about what events he/she is recommended to 
be entered in.  If you are on a relay team and cannot make a meet, please let the coach know as 
soon as possible so a substitution can be made.

A swimmer’s age as of July 1 is the age used to determine the age group in which he swims.  A 
birth	certificate	is	required	for	proof	of	age.	The	YMCA	will	keep	a	copy	on	file.

EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO KNOW ABOUT SWIM MEETS, BUT DIDN’T KNOW TO ASK

Swim meets are a great experience for both teams and families.  A swimmers first meet can be a bit 
overwhelming.  Below are some guidelines to help make the experience a little more manageable and 
fun.  A wise swim coach said, “You’re never scared if you’re prepared.”



Meet Fees

Meet entry fees are in addition to the monthly swim team fee.  Each swimmer is required to pay a 
fee to enter each of the scheduled meets.  These fees range depending on how many events your 
swimmer swims.  Generally, the most it will cost is $20 per meet.  Meet fees must be paid on or before 
the deadline of each meet by placing your check in the coach’s folder.  To be entered for the swim 
meet, entry fees must be paid by the set deadline.  Once meet entries are sent in, no refunds are 
allowed because the hosting team schedules the meet around those entries.

Before the Meet

1. Eat properly and get plenty of rest.  See attached dietary recommendations.
2. Arrive at the pool at least 15 minutes prior to the scheduled warm-up time posted on 

the swimmer’s event list.
3.	 Upon	arrival,	parents	should	find	the	team	area	while	swimmers	change	and	prepare	

for warm-ups.
4.	 Swimmers	should	immediately	find	the	coach	and	check	in.
5. Parents should note their swimmers’ events, heat and lane assignments from a 

heat sheet which are sold at the meets (usually $5).  Swimmers often write this 
information on paper or on their hand, arm or leg in permanent marker for quick 
reference.

6. The swimmer should be with the coaching staff behind the assigned warm-up lane 2-
3 minutes prior to the start of the warm-up, as time and space are often limited.

7. After warm-ups, swimmers should dry off and sit with the team in a designated area 
to wait for their upcoming races.

During the Meet

1. Swimmers need to be aware of the meet schedule and when they are swimming.  In 
order to allow time, swimmers must pay attention to what event and heat are in the 
water.

2. Swimmers should report to the coaching staff prior to their race.  This is when the 
coaching staff will give last minute reminders concerning the swimmer’s next race.  
Older swimmers may be asked to complete an additional pre-event warm up if a 
warm-up pool is available.

3. Swimmers will report to the bullpen when their event and heat are called.  If the 
swimmers are late to check in for their event, they may not be able to swim.  
Immediately after each race, swimmers should go directly to the coaching staff for 
feedback.

4. The most important thing a parent can do at a swim meet is to be supportive, loving 
and empathetic. 



 
WHAT TO TAKE TO THE MEET

1. Team Apparel- Swimmers are to wear their team suits, T-shirts and caps to all meets.  
Special order items such as sweats, swim bags etc will be made available throughout the 
year.

2. Swim suit, cap(s), goggle(s) and log book.
3. Towels (2-3)
4. Money- for concession stand and heat sheet
5. Highlighter- to highlight swimmer’s name in heat sheet
6. Pen or sharpie marker- to write swimmer’s events on hand or arm
7. Something to sit on- chairs, blankets, sleeping bags
8. Warm clothes
9. Sunscreen- for summer meets
10. Activities-headphones for music, books, cards, travel games.  
11. Snacks- healthy snacks are great for swimmers between events.  Concessions at the 

meet are also usually available. 

How are Swim Meets Scored?

(Jamey – Please fill this section in)

YMCA District Meet

Swimmers who are 8 and older may qualify for the District Meet.  Swimmers must have competed in 
two meets prior to district in order to compete in the district meet.  Swimmer may swim two individual 
events and two relays.  

YMCA State Meet

The top two swimmers in each event/relay will advance to the state meet.

Splash Bash

VYPST award celebration.  All participants will receive a medal, and awards will be presented for most 
dedicated, most improved and high point scorer in each age group.



APPENDIX:

Glossary

Age Group – The age divisions used to separate swimmers into groups.  The groups used 
most commonly are: 6 and under, 7-8, 9-10, 11-12, 13-14, and 15-18.

Bullpen	–	The	area	at	a	swim	meet	where	swimmers	line	up	for	an	event.		It	is	one	of	the	first	
places	you	should	find	when	you	arrive	at	a	meet.

Deck – The area immediately surrounding the pool.  Usually off-limits to parents during swim 
meets.

DQ	–	Disqualified.		Please	see	the	coach	for	explanation.		

Event – A race during a meet.

Flip Turn –	A	turn	in	which	the	swimmer	flips	underwater,	and	touches	the	wall	with	the	foot	
before going back the other direction.  

Heat – If more swimmers are competing in an event than there are lanes available, two or more 
heats are run.

Heat Sheet – A listing of all the swimmers in each event, each heat, each lane and their time.

IM (Individual Medley)	–	An	event	in	which	the	swimmer	swims	butterfly,	backstroke,	
breaststroke, and freestyle in one event.

Jammers – A male swim suit that extends from the waist to the knees. 

Lane – The area between the lane ropes in which you swim.  The lanes are assigned to 
swimmers based on seed time.  The swimmers with the fastest seed times are placed in the 
center lanes.

Lane Ropes – The small round disks that separate lanes and help reduce waves in the pool.

Medley Relay – An event in which four swimmers each swim one of four strokes.  The order 
the	strokes	are	swum	is:		backstroke,	breaststroke,	butterfly,	and	freestyle.

Seed Time – The swimmers’ fastest time sent in with the meet entries by the coaches.  These 
are the times used to determine which heat and which lane a swimmer will be in.

Swimmer’s Ear – an infection of the ear when water remains trapped in the ear canal.
 
Swimming Up – Swimming in a higher age group than your age.  



 2006
VYPST Parents Code of Conduct

I hereby pledge to help make my child’s swim team experience FUN and positive 
in the following manner:

1. I will promote good sportsmanship and provide positive support, by 
CARING	and	encouraging	all	swimmers,	coaches,	and	officials.

2. I will let the coach COACH and RESPECT his/her expertise.

3. I will be HONEST with my swimmer in an unconditionally loving and 
supportive manner and support the swimmer-parent-coach relationship.

4. I will be RESPONSIBLE to provide a good diet and promote sound sleeping 
habits.

5. I will help my child enjoy their swim team experience by assisting the coach, 
being a respectful fan, helping with transportation and any other way I may 
be helpful.

6. I will help to keep our program strong by volunteering when I can and 
working to recruit other young swimmers to join our swim team.

Name _____________________   Date ______________

Signature __________________

We build strong kids, strong families, strong communities.

kids
familie s
communitie s.



2006
VYPST SWIMMERS’ CODE OF CONDUCT

1. Swimmers are encouraged to be HONEST with on another and support their 
teammates at practice as well as competition.

2. Swimmers are RESPONSIBLE for their actions.  Unwanted actions will 
warrant consequences.

3. At all team functions each swimmer is expected to behave in a CARING way 
as	to	reflect	positively	on	the	team.

4. All swimmers will RESPECT VYPST teammates and all opposing team’s 
swimmers, parents, and coaches.

Name _____________________   Date ______________

Signature ____________________  Age as of July 1, 2006_____

SWIMMER’S GOALS

State your goal and the reason you would like to achieve it.
(examples of goals could be:  To decrease my personal best time, To improve 
stroke form, To qualify for the State Meet)

1.________________________________________________________

   ________________________________________________________

2.________________________________________________________

  _________________________________________________________

3.________________________________________________________

   _________________________________________________________




